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Abstract
In this work , we prove that photovoltaic solar cell can be represented by electrical circuit in the imaginary 
resistance  and this happens by finding this circuit . After that we study the solar cell in the static state (i.e the volt-
amper characteristic in the light and the volt-amper characteristic like a diod in the dark in laboratory temperature 
degree and in many other temperature degrees , by these curves  we can find the potential hill ) , then we 
study the solar cell in the dynamic state by phase gain analyzer (enter field of frequency in 
the solar cell and calculate the imaginary resistance by using the gain values from the analyzer ,then draw 
and from this studying we can find the relaxation time , amplitude of storing capacitator  
,leak resistance , bulk resistance to cell , coefficient of unhomogeneity ( goodness coefficient) ,
activation energy , charge carrier density , electronic hunt density  (surface states density 
) , energy level
Keywords : surface states density , goodness coefficient , leak  resistance , imaginary resistance , solar cell
1. INTRODUCTION
The direct transformation from the solar radiation energy into electrical energy is possible with the 
photovoltaic effect by using solar cells . The term photovoltaic is often abbreviated to PV. The photovoltaic effect was 
discovered in 1839 by Alexandre Edmond Becquerel while experimenting with an electrolytic cell made up of two 
metal electrodes. Becquerel found that certain materials would produce small amounts of electric current when 
exposed to light. About 50 years later Charles Fritts constructed the first true solar cells using junctions formed by 
coating
inefficient: efficiency less than 1 %. The first silicon solar cell with an efficiency of approx. 6% was developed in 
1954 by three American researchers, namely Daryl Chapin, Calvin Fuller and G.L. Pearson in the Bell
Laboratories.[1,2]
In the beginning of 1970 , there was noticeable development in using the silicon . and in 1975 HOVEL published the 
detail studing on the solar cells characteristic , and since 1979 , the solar cells production increased and that cupled 
decrease the cost [3]
The monocrystal solar cell is developed since 1980 and that cause using the silecon has the high purity , and the 
efficiency in this cells is more than 20%[4]
For developing the solar cell and investing correctly , we have to develop the industrialization techniques and this in 
the beginning , needs the developing of the methods of solar cell description or finding new description methods . so , 
we can define the solar cells parameters . one of these methods is the description by imaginary resistance spectrum 
, that we studied on commercial moncrystal silecon solar cell in this searching
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. the electrical circuit that requites the photovoltaic solar cell in imaginary resistance
          we know that the imaginary resistance is given by , we will study many electrical 
circuits theoretically and by comparison their curves with the practical solar cell imaginary resistance 
curve , we can conclude that the electrical circuit that requites the photovoltaic solar cell in imaginary resistance [5] 
,[6] 
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2.1.1 The electrical circuit contain the resistance  and capacitator   
connected serially Fig. 1. (a) 
 
Fig. 1. (a) The electrical circuit contain the resistance and capacitator connected serially; (b)  to The 
electrical circuit contain the resistance and capacitator connected serially   
the imaginary resistance   
 
and  
by comparison with the 
  
we can give the frequency values from the field  and find the   and  and drow  
 Fig. 1. (b)
2.1.2 The electrical circuit contain the resistance  and capacitator   
connected parallely Fig. 2. (a) 
 
Fig. 2. (a)The electrical circuit contain the resistance and capacitator connected parallely; (b)  to 
The electrical circuit contain the resistance and capacitator connected parallely  
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,  
the imaginary resistance  can be shown in Fig. 2. (b)  
2.1.3 The electrical circuit contain the resistance  and capacitator   
connected parallely and then connected that with   serially  Fig. 3. (a) 
 
Fig. 3. (a)The electrical circuit contain the resistance and capacitator connected parallely and then connected that 
with resistance serially ; (b)  to The electrical circuit contain the resistance and capacitator 
connected parallely and then connected that with resistance serially  
 
  
 
 
by comparison with the  
  
the imaginary resistance  can be shown in Fig. 3. (b)
2.1.4  The electrical circuit contain from two electrical circuit like the second state  connected serially Fig. 4. (a) 
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Fig. 4. (a) The electrical circuit contain from two electrical circuit like the second state  connected serially; (b)  
to The electrical circuit contain from two electrical circuit like the second state  connected serially 
 
 
 
 
 
 
the imaginary resistance  can be shown in Fig. 4. (b)
2.1.5 The electrical circuit contain from one electrical circuit like the second state (  and 
  parallely )  and capacitator   connected serially Fig. 5. (a)                                      
 
Fig. 5. (a) The electrical circuit contain from one electrical circuit like the second state and capacitator connected 
serially; (b)  to The electrical circuit contain from one electrical circuit like the second state and 
capacitator connected serially 
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the imaginary resistance  can be shown in Fig. 5. (b) 
In the static studying we used the simple equipments like amper measure , voltage measure , voltage generator . by  
the volt-amper characteristic of solar cell ( like a diod in the dark in laboratory temperature degree) , we found the sill of 
potential that the current begins passing . in the light we fix the light in constant value 3600 LUX after that we contacted 
the amper measure and voltage measure serially with the generator and the solar cell . then we changed the voltage and 
registered and we found the solar cell electrical parameters that defined its goodness , fill 
factor , short circuit current , opened circuit voltage . after that we put the solar cell in the oven and we take its poles out 
by hole in the side of the oven and then we found the (I-V) character after we made the temperature on  , after that 
we drew the (I-V) character for  ,  ,   and from the resulting figure we obtained the sill of potential .  
In the dynamic studying we need the phase- gain analyzer by which we will find the solar cell imaginary resistance . 
after we contact the solar cell in analyzer Fig. 6. (a) (b)   
  
Fig. 6. (a) the phase- gain analyzer ; (b) The electrical circuit that we contact the solar cell in analyzer 
  
We can program the analyzer and choose the number points like 15 points and in the same time it take the frequency 
values from the field  , after that we put the solar cell in the oven and study in the  ,  , 
 and draw the   to each temperature value. 
On the analyzer screen we see the gain in voltage as     On the voltage divider the 
gain is[7] ,[8]  
 
  ,   
And we used drow program graphmatica for drowing the  , then we compared with the simple electrical 
circuits that we studied theoretically , and by that we can find the electrical circuit that requites that photovoltic solar cell in 
imaginary resistance . after that we can find the tendencys as we will see in the results and discussion 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1.The solar cell like a diod ( in the dark )  
We used commercial monocrystal silecon solar cell from VIMUN company , its area is . the 
Volt-Amper characteristic like a diod in the dark in laboratory temperature degree given in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. the Volt-Amper characteristic like a diod in the dark in laboratory temperature degree 
3.2. The solar cell as an energy converter ( from light to electricity ) the Volt-Amper characteristic is in the Fig. 
8.   
 
Fig. 8. the Volt-Amper characteristic to The solar cell as an energy converter 
And we can show the electrical parameters in the table 1 
Table 1. the electrical parameters to the studying commercial monocrystal silecon solar cell  
         
        
 
3.3. Studying the solar cell in the many different temperatures by using the static voltage the Volt-Amper 
characteristic in the  ,  ,  given in the Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9.(a) the Volt-Amper characteristic in the  ,  ,  ;(b) the Volt-Amper 
characteristic in the  ,  ,  with the current values that related the constant voltage 
value 
we note the sill voltage decrease by increase the temperature . now for constant voltage value we find four 
current values as the Fig. 9.(b) 
 
Now we can draw Arenous plan  that represents the straight line to every voltage value  Fig. 10. , the 
tangan of the angle between the straight line in the plan and the OX axis equals to the   , and 
 Every straight line give us  potential hill   Table 2. 
 
 Table 2. potential hill  to every straight line 
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Fig. 10. Arenous plan 
We drew the changes potential hill by the voltage  fig.11. 
 
 
Fig. 11. the changes potential hill by the voltage  
 
3.4. Studying the solar cell in the many different temperatures by using the dynamic frequency sign ( without static 
voltage given to the cell   ) We choose value discovery resistance  that makes the imaginary part  
always positive whatever the frequency value is that entered inside the solar cell and that mean there is no 
electromagnetic instigative action and that is materialized in value   .then we drew 
 for the  ,  ,  , as we show in the Fig. 12. 
 
Fig. 12. the imaginary resistance  for the  ,  ,  
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By comparing  for the  or    or   with the electrical circuits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, in above , 
we conclude that the electrical circuit that requite the photovoltaic solar cell is in Fig. 13.   
 
Fig. 13.  the electrical circuit that requite the photovoltaic solar cell 
Table 3. potential hill  to every straight line 
   
   
   
   
    
 
We note the  decrease with increasing temperature , and  approximatly not affected by changing the 
temperature consequently the   decrease by increasing temperature Table 3. 
 
 
from this equation, We can find the amplitude of storing capacitator  , relaxation time  , leak 
resistance    as the table.4.  
 
  Table 4. the physical parameters to the studying commercial monocrystal silecon solar cell 
    
 
 relaxation time 
 
 
 
        
       
       
       
 
table.5. The angle of dropping for every half of circle 
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As we show in the table.5,  when the temperature increases , the dropping angle increases this is refers to the fact 
that  there are unhomogeneity in electrical charge carrers in the solar cell  
We note in the Fig. 14. That  the goodness coefficient increases by  the increasing of the temperature and this 
increasing is non liner increasing [10]  
 
 
Fig. 14. the goodness coefficien  as a function to the temperature  
 
And for activation energy , we drew  and equal the graphical tendency with the theoretical 
tendency, and we can show the values in table.6 , and  The curve  in the Fig. 15. 
 
 table.6.  
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Fig. 15.  The curve   as a function to   
 
We take two points on the line  
 
 
 
And by using  we can find charge carrier density [11] 
 
  
And  in silecon  
For T=303 
  
For T=363 
 
we can put this information in table.7. 
table.7.the charge carrier density in the T=303   and T=363  
   
   
  
 
We found electronic hunt density ( surface states density ) by compensating the  in  [11] 
 
 
[11] 
And the  
For T=303 
  
 
For T=363 
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table.8. electronic hunt density ( surface states density ) in the T=303   and T=363  
   
   
  
 
  
We can see that both charge carriers  density and surface states density   increase by increased 
temperature (as we show in table.7.8) .  and by the curve   we found the energy level Fig. 16. 
 
Fig. 16.  The curve   as a function to  
 
Conclusions 
1- In the solar cell like a diode ( in the dark) , we note that sill voltage was decreased in noticeable form 
by increased temperature  
2- When we draw the Arenous plan  we note that the potential hill  was approximation 
constant at the beginning voltage values . then suddenly ,  decrease in the  
3- We note from the  that the potential hill  decrease by decreased electrical hunt 
density , and the potential hill decrease by increased the charge carrier density  
4- Resalting curve from drawing the imaginary part  that like the semicircle that its center 
find under the real axis and makes dropping angle and we note tha increase with increased temperature and 
from that we conclude that there is unhomogeneity in electrical charge carriers in the solar cell  
5- There is relation between the imaginary resistance ( with its parts the real and imaginary part  
, each of   relates with frequency and temperature , and the same thing for the relaxation time   , 
amplitude of storing capacitator    ,leak  resistance  , every one from this parameters decreases by 
increased temperature and by increased frequency  
6- The decreasing in the values for the imaginary resistance by increased temperature is 
explained by founding the potential barrier that its cause is the unhomogeneity in electrical charge carriers in the 
solar cell and from the reason is founding the limits in the crystal silicon ( macro defects ) and founding the limits 
of gains that formed to the crystal silicon ( micro defects ) and there is unhomogeneity in impuritu atoms 
distribution , and for this reason the increasing in the volt-Amper characteristic ( in the dark and the light ) is non 
liner increasing[9] 
7- We note that the goodness coefficient increases by the increasing of the temperature and this  
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increasing is non liner increasing and that is for the same reason ( defects , unhomogeneity in electrical charge 
 
8- The activation energy makes the distance between the top of energy and conduction band is lower ( i.e. it 
makes the Fermi level rise to the conduction band and when the distance increases , the number of electronic 
hunt will increase . and when the temperature increase . the charge carrier will increase and that contribute to 
increasing the strength of electrical field and that contribute to decreasing the impurity atoms density [10][7] 
9- We note that the charge carriers density  and electrical hunt density  and the center of electrical hunt 
increase by increased temperature  
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